Assessment of viable tumour tissue attached to needle applicators after local ablation of liver tumours.
Local recurrence and needle track seeding are serious complications after local ablation for liver malignancies and potentially affect long-term survival. The aim of this study was to assess the incidence of viable tissue adherent to the needle applicators after ablation to gain insight into the possible mechanisms of local recurrence and needle track seeding. A total of 40 consecutive patients underwent 59 local liver ablations. Cells and tissue attached to the needle applicators were analysed for morphology (HE, PAP and Giemsa staining) and viability (G6PD staining). Macroscopic tissue adherence was visible following 31 of the ablative procedures, all with radiofrequency ablation. Four applications were performed percutaneously and 27 during an open procedure. Morphologically intact tumour cells could be identified in 8 patients (20%), and viable tumour cells in 5 patients (12.5%). Morphologically intact tumour cells or viable tumour cells could only be demonstrated when track ablation was not performed. Viable tumour cells adherent to the needle applicators were found in an alarming 12.5% of patients after local ablation. We recommend track ablation not only after the procedure but also during any shifting and (re-)positioning to prevent shedding of viable tumour cells during or after ablation.